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Abstract - Librarians are becoming increasingly concerned about the safety and
physical integrity of valuable government documents such as the U.S. Congressional Serial Set. Using a questionnaire to survey 187 government documents
collections, the investigators (i) determine current library security practices with
regard to the Serial Set, (ii) identify those volumes within the collection that are
most likely to be vandalized or stolen, and (iii) make recommendations for the
security and preservation of these items. The goal of the study is to give librarians
a better awareness of security problems and possible solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

The Serial Set is an ongoing collection of congressional publications dating from the
time of the first U.S. Congress (1789) to the present. It is used by social scientists,
* Mark Thomas has worked since 1990 at Evans Library at Texas A&M University as a Reference Librarian
for Microtext and Government Documents. He is a member of the American Librarian Association’s GODORT/
MAGERTiRBMS Joint Committee on Government Documents as Rare Books and was involved with
MAGERT’s local arrangements for ALA’s 1992 Mid-Winter and Annual Conferences.
** AimCe C. Piscitelli is Head of Documents at Eastern Washington University. She is currently serving on
the American Library Association Government Documents Round Table’s (GODORT) Legislation Committee,
is chair of the GODORTIMAGERTIRBMS
Joint Committee on Government Documents as Rare Books, and
is the GODORT liaison to NASA.
*** Julia Rholes was a former head of the Map and Microtext departments at Texas A&M University. She
is presently the head of the Reference Division. She has been active for a number of years in the Reference
and Adult Services Division of the American Library Association.
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historians, genealogists, biographers, among many others. The older volumes especially
are of incomparable value for research in historical and social disciplines. Table I lists
the many subseries that have been included in the set over the years.
The set contains not only publications created by Congress and its committees but many
other documents that were printed at the instruction of Congress. Examples are the
numerous materials from executive branch agencies, such as annual reports, especially
in the nineteenth-century
volumes. Reports from various private nonprofit organizations,
such as the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. and the American Historical Association, may also
be found.
Original paper copies of the Serial Set are particularly valuable. Although the set has
been reproduced in various microform formats [l], many of the illustrations, especially
colored items such as maps, do not reproduce well. Also, many researchers prefer the
printed format due to ease of use.
Under the best of circumstances, finding information in the Serial Set can be complex.
Thus, it is even more frustrating to discover that the needed material is missing or has
been ruined by vandalism. Although every library book is a potential theft target, many
of the items in the Serial Set (such as those with lavish plates and maps) are valued by
collectors and are thus at particularly high risk of being stolen or vandalized. Furthermore,
since many depository libraries do not realize the monetary value of these volumes, they

Table I. Contents of the Serial Set

American

House
Senate
House
Senate
House

Subseries

Years

State

17X9-1815
1817-1952
1817-1952
181918471817-1847,
18951817-1847,
18951847-1895

Papers

Jo~rnnl
Journal

reports
reports
Documents

Senate Documents
House Executive
Documents
Senate Executive
Document?
House miscellaneous
Documentsb
Senate miscellaneous
Documentsb
Senate Executive
ReportsC

1847-1895
1847-1895
1847-1895
1979-

Senate Executive
DocumentsC

1979-1980

Senate Treaty Documents

1981-

Notes
Numbered 01-038

Material from executive
branch agencies
As above
Other material ordered
printed by Congress
As above
Relate to treaties; from
“Executive Session”
of Senate
Text of treaties brought
to Senate for ratification
New name for Senate
Executive Documents

a Not to be confused with the later Senate Executive Document series (see
explanatory notes).
b The word Miscellaneous
was also used from about 1897-1980 on the spine
of Serial volumes containing Reports and Documents when that volume contained several titles.
c Senate Executive Reports and Documents had been a series separate from
the Serial Set prior to their inclusion in it.
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may not provide them with the proper protection. Reports of endangered volumes, theft,
and acts of vandalism need to be corroborated with a systematic and quantitative study.
Aside from the potential for theft or vandalism, the age of many of the volumes introduces
many other preservation problems. From the mid-nineteenth century until recently, the
paper on which the volumes were printed was acidic; pages have often become brittle
and are easily subject to damage. Also, the bindings of older volumes, bound in sheepskin,
frequently are badly deteriorated. Neglect over the years has put the collection in jeopardy.
Determining the degree of awareness of these problems and the measures being taken to
remedy them need to be systematically studied.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The fact that some government documents are rare and potentially valuable has only
been widely recognized by the library community within the last several years. In 1986
the American Library Association’s (ALA) Association of College and Research Libraries’
Rare Book and Manuscript Section (RBMS) and ALA’s Government Documents Round
Table (GODORT) held tentative discussions on forming a Joint Committee on Government
Documents as Rare Books [2]. The Map and Geography Round Table (MAGERT) later
became a cosponsor. This committee’s mission was to heighten the awareness of rare
documents among librarians and to educate them on appropriate strategies for managing
these materials by (i) developing a preservation manual for use by documents librarians,
(ii) preparing an article to publicize the issues involved, (iii) performing a survey of
preservation projects that include government documents, and (iv) producing ajoint conference program at a future ALA annual conference [3]. Neither documents nor special
collections librarians may be fully aware of the monetary value of many government
publications or the extent of rare materials to be found in government documents collections. In addition, many documents librarians are unfamiliar with preservation issues
and techniques.
Under the auspices of the RBMSIGODORTIMAGERT
committee, Nora Quinlan of the
University of Colorado at Boulder and David Morrison of the University of Utah, Salt
Lake City surveyed 116 ARL libraries in 1988 concerning their conservation policies and
preservation activities with respect to government publications [4]. The responses showed
that many of these libraries were aware of preservation problems and that some had
instituted special projects or at least were engaged in preservation activities on a caseby-case basis [5]. Projects related to maps were among the most common. The Serial Set
also was mentioned by a number of institutions. Unfortunately,
due to financial and
temporal constraints the survey results were never published, and a more detailed followup survey was never undertaken.
After the ALA Annual Conference in 1988, Documents to the People published presentations that had been made at a program sponsored by the RBMS/GODORT/MAGERT
Joint Committee [6]. These papers, with specific examples, impress on the reader that
government publications can indeed be rare and give suggestions for identifying these
materials.
Charles Seavey of the University of Arizona has written two articles focusing on illustrations in nineteenth-century
U.S. federal documents. In a 1989 article, he surveyed early
illustrated government publications that may be found using the 1909 Checklist [7]. Seavey
later presented a detailed report of the illustrations in pre-Civil War Serial Set volumes
[81. He used this survey to study the development of the use of graphics in government
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publications, focusing in particular on early exploration reports. The illustrated volumes
in the Serial Set prove to be among those most in danger of being vandalized or stolen.
Barbara Campbell of Rutgers has provided an overview of rare government documents, emphasizing identification of specific items 191. Noting awareness of this concern
much earlier, she includes a reference to a 1931 article that identifies rare government
publications [IO].
Publicizing the issue more widely to the whole community of documents librarians,
George Barnum of Case Western Reserve discussed rare and valuable documents in a
recent article [ 1I]. In particular, Barnum discussed ways of determining which documents
are most at risk; he also touched on the issue of creating lists to publicize to librarians
these endangered documents, although the lists might also be found useful by thieves
and vandals.

Although sending the questionnaire to every one of the more than 1,400 GPO depository
libraries would have been desirable, funding limited the study to some 200 to 250 institutions. From this number, the researchers wanted to choose as many as possible holding
long runs of the Serial Set.
Given that no information was located indicating holdings for the Serial Set, the authors
made a few general assumptions when selecting libraries to be included in the survey.
First, it was assumed that, given their charge, regional depository libraries would have
more complete holdings; second, that libraries reporting large documents collections would
be more likely to have longer runs of the Serial Set; third, GPO depositories were assumed
to have much larger collections of federal documents, including the Serial Set, than
nondepository institutions; finally, it was assumed that libraries that had been designated
depositories more recently would be fess likely to have either historical volumes of the
Serial Set or long runs of the Serial Set.
The Depository Act of 1962 (PL 87-579, 76 Stat 352, approved 9 August 1962) greatly
increased the number of depositories by, for example, increasing the number designated
per congressional district from one to two. Many libraries became depositories in 1962 or
1963; this act made a distinct cutoff between well-established government documents
collections likely to have long runs of the Serial Set and newer collections that probably
do not.
In summary, questionnaires were sent (i) to all 52 regional depository libraries, and (ii)
to selective GPO depositories that gained their status before 1962 and that have extensive
holdings of federal documents. The final mailing list consisted of 237 depository libraries.
Once the assumptions had been made on which libraries were most likely to have the
Serial Set, the Directory of Gouernment Document Collections and Librarians, fifth edition
(1987), prepared by GODORT, was used to determine to which libraries the questionnaire
would be sent [12]. Section I of this work, entitled “Guide to Libraries, Collections, and
Staff,” contained the needed data.
This GODORT guide indicates the extent of a library’s holdings of government publications-for
federal, state, focal, foreign national, and international documents. If a library
holds federal documents, for example, the size of its holdings is categorized as extensive,
moderate, or limited. For the mailing fist, only those depositories indicating extensive
holdings of federal documents were selected. The directory indicates the agencies for
which a library is a depository; only those institutions indicating GPO depository status
were chosen. The date the library gained depository status is usually given; as noted
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above, the researchers chose only those institutions becoming depositories before 1962.
A few libraries do not indicate the date they were granted depository status; in these
cases, if they met the other criteria a pre-1962 date was assumed.
Several problems and inconsistencies exist with the data in the GODORT directory.
Most of these problems are due to the fact that each library submitted its own information
on a GODORT questionnaire. For instance, not only may the measurement of volumes
be calculated differently at different institutions, but each categorized its size based on
knowledge of other collections. One library may have been very modest in its estimate,
despite having a large collection, while a library with fewer holdings may have overstated
its relative size, perhaps being unfamiliar with other documents collections.
Libraries responding to the GODORT survey did not always include complete information. For instance, occasionally an entry gave no indication of the extent of holdings of
federal documents (in which case the institution was not included on the mailing list based
on the assumption that a majority of these depositories would not be in the “extensive”
category). As noted above. included were libraries failing to indicate the initial date of
their depository status (based on the assumption that lack of knowledge of the date would
tend to be associated with longer term depositories-certainly
if they had large holdings).
The listings in the GODORT directory do not consistently indicate whether a library is
a regional depository: to get a complete listing of the regionals, the authors used GPO’s
A Diwctory
of‘ U.S. Governmc~nt Dcpmitory
Lihrurics [ 131.
A further problem arose with entries in the GODORT directory that were carried over
from previous editions of the work. This carryover should not have created much of a
problem since the criteria in which the researchers were interested would not, in general,
be changing much from year to year. The names of documents librarians and perhaps the
addresses of the institutions may not be so stable: it was assumed that the questionnaire
would be forwarded to the person(s) responsible for the Serial Set at each of these libraries.
A few depositories hnve shared status, meaning that the items on deposit are split
between more than one city or town (such as college campuses in different locations).
Because there is only one free depository copy of a work among the several locations, a
questionnaire was sent to only one of them, trusting that it would be properly forwarded
to the one holding the Serial Set. This procedure prevented the same depository from
answering the questionnaire twice.
Despite the possible flaws presented by the GODORT directory information. it was
thought that rigorous use of these data to determine which institutions should be included
on the mailing list eliminated many of the biases that might have arisen from a more
subjectively compiled list. Overall, the researchers were satisfied that by using all regional
depositories and selected libraries from the GODORT directory. most depositories likely
to have large numbers of historical volumes of the Serial Set were identified.

RESULTS

OF THE SURVEY

The questionnaires (see Appendix A) were mailed to 237 institutions in January 1991.
Preliminary results based on the data collected from those responding to this initial mailing
were presented as a Poster Session at the Summer 1991 ALA Conference in Atlanta in
June. In July, an additional follow-up copy of the survey was mailed to those institutions
that did not reply to the first mailing. Eventually, a total of 187, or 79 percent of the total
number of libraries on the initial mailing list (18 percent of all depositories), returned
questionnaires. For the purposes of this study, the threshold for statistical significance is
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2. Total number of respondents
by type of library

Academic
library-public
Academic
library-private
Public library
State library
Federal library
Other type of library

104
32
31
17
2

Total respondents
Response rate (237 mailed)

187
79%

I

five percent. Statistical tests on the data were performed with the software package Statpal,
version 5.0 (Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York).
CHARACTERISTICS

OF LIBRARIES AND HOLDINGS

Table 2 shows a breakdown of number of responses by type of library. Since a majority
of the institutions on the mailing list were academic libraries, these constitute a majority
of the libraries responding. Of the 187 respondents, 41 are regional depositories while 146
are selectives (see Table 3). The selectives currently choose an average of 60 percent of
the material available through the depository program; if regionals are included in this
calculation, the mean percentage selected rises to 69 percent. The mean date that the
libraries became depositories was 1908.
The criteria used in constructing the mailing list proved to be quite successful, as 179
out of the 187 respondents held at least some printed Serial Set titles. The distribution of
the size of collections was slightly skewed, with the mean number of Serial Set volumes
reported, 8,178, slightly lower than the median, 8,671 [14]. Regionals reported a mean
number of 10,341 volumes held; selectives reported a mean of 7,568.
Libraries with Serial Set volumes usually have holdings covering a very long date span,
but the runs may have many gaps. On average, the oldest volume in libraries’ printed
Serial Set collections dates from 183.5, while the mean date for the most recent volume
in Serial Set collections is 1986.
A majority of libraries holding bound volumes of the Serial Set keep them in a documents
department, although a variety of other storage locations are also used. Table 4 gives a
listing of the storage locations reported by respondents. Many libraries have separated
only a few titles from the main body of the collection. For instance, reference works may
be in a reference or law collection, and valuable or fragile volumes may be in a special
collections department. Some institutions reported that many volumes are assigned Superintendent of Documents Classification (SuDoc) numbers and are housed with the rest of

Table
Regional
Selective
Percent
Percent

3. Depository

GPO depository
GPO depository
currently
selected,

Date that library

selected,
including

became

status

of respondents

libraries
libraries
selectives only-mean
regionals-mean

depository-mean

41
146
60%
69%

1908
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Table 4. Storage locations for bound volumes (144 libraries responded;
multiple answers possible.)
Documents department
Regular stacks
Special collections
Reference collection
Law library/legal collection
Other

I16
37
I5
4
3
50

the SuDoc collection rather than in serial number order. This arrangement is particularly
prevalent for annual reports of executive branch agencies that were published as part of
the Serial Set as House or Senate Documents during the nineteenth century.
RESTRICTIONS TO ACCESS
When the Serial Set volumes are kept in locations where public access is limited (that
is, when the books are not stored in readily accessible open stack shelving), they are most
frequently kept in a special collections department or in a caged area of the documents
department (see Table 5). Included among other restricted storage locations are the basement, remote storage facilities, and compact shelving that is inaccessible to the public.
Libraries that limit Serial Set access use a variety of criteria for deciding which volumes
to restrict and which ones to make available to the public (see Table 6). Institutions
were more likely to restrict volumes on the basis of age than subject matter. Such an
administrative decision would be simpler and more efficient, although this method may
fail to identify newer, yet more valuable, volumes. Respondents rarely indicated that they
rely solely on subjective judgment not based on tangible criteria. Access is not always
limited merely because of security or preservation concerns. As one respondent commented, “Our set is in storage because of a severe space problem, but this has probably
had the incidental benefit of protecting it from theft and vandalism.”
An analysis of the data on access policies reveals interesting differences between the
policies of public libraries and those of academic libraries. As shown in Table 7, the
percentage of Serial Set volumes with limited access is significantly higher at public
libraries than at other types of institutions, and significantly lower at academic libraries
than at others. Of those libraries holding some bound volumes of the Serial Set, 43 percent
of academic libraries reported that all volumes are kept on open shelving; only 3 percent
of public libraries reported this arrangement. Conversely, only 15 percent of academic
libraries indicated that access to all of their Serial Set volumes is limited in some way
from free public access, while fully 80 percent of public libraries indicated this.

Table 5. Location where restricted volumes (if
any) are kept (multiple answers possible)
Special collections
Caged area of documents department
Caged area of regular stacks
Archives
Other

24
17
4
I
77
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6. Criteria for restricting
access
(multiple answers possible)

Ages of volume
Subject matter
Identify from catalogs
Subjective judgment
Entire set is restricted
Other

34
20
20
7
53
27

or articles

Furthermore, those public libraries that allow open access to some volumes tend to do
so for only a handful of titles (those commonly used for reference, for instance). The
mean percentage of Serial Set volumes that have limited access in public libraries is 99
percent, while for private and public academic libraries combined the mean percentage
is 57 percent (see Table 8).
When comparing degree of restricted access (none, some, or all of the Serial Set collection) between regional depository libraries and selective depositories, there is no significant
difference in policies.
MISSING AND VANDALIZED

VOLUMES

The mean number of volumes reported lost or stolen was an unexpectedly high 235.
This was due to a few suspiciously large figures, with some institutions reporting 10 or
20 percent lost or stolen out of a total of 10,000 or more volumes (see Table 9). The
median number reported, however, was a less alarming 15 volumes. The difference between
the mean and median values for the percentage of the Serial Set collection lost or stolen
is comparably extreme (2.33 percent and 0.22 percent, respectively).
The mean and median values for the number of volumes vandalized or the proportion
of the collection vandalized are as dramatically far apart as are the comparable figures
for the lost or stolen data (see Table 10). Because of the highly skewed distributions
resulting from the few very large figures reported for the number of volumes missing or
for the number of volumes vandalized, the relatively small medians should better represent
typical figures than the much larger means.
The wide ranges in the reported data create high standard deviations that make statistically significant results difficult to obtain from much of the data. Without detailed inventories of all government documents collections, however, these figures will have to suffice
for now.
It is possible that some institutions misunderstood the questions concerning this topic
and gave the number of volumes lacking from the total potential number of Serial Set
volumes. These institutions also may have genuinely thought that at some time in the past
they held a complete run and that the missing volumes were stolen, while in fact they

Table

7. Access

Restrict
Public
Academic
Other
Note:

policies

none

I (3%)
56 (43%)
7 (37%)

x1(4, n = 178) = 57.4428,

by type of library
Restrict

some

5 (17%)
54 (42%)
2 (11%)
p = .oOO.

Restrict

all

24 (80%)
19 (15%)
10 (53%)
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Table 8. Percentage of Serial Set restricted by type of library
Mean percent restricted
Public (n = 22)
Academic-Public
Academic-Private
State Library (n =
Federal Library (n
Other (n = 1)

99%
58%
54%
100%
100%
1%

(n = 42)
(n = 13)
8)
= 1)

Note: F(5) = 6.3275, p = .OOOl.

may have never had a complete set. There is a further possibility that missing volumes
may actually be those that were never distributed to the public at all.
Many libraries, however, did not even attempt to estimate figures for missing or vandalized volumes; the resulting smaller sample size for any tests involving lost, stolen, or
damaged volumes further limits the data’s usefulness. Despite these problems with the
data on missing and damaged volumes collected from the survey, some associations
between variables were strong enough to be statistically significant. Further research might
be conducted in conjunction with an accurate inventory of Serial Set collections to uncover
other important relationships.
As revealed in written comments, only a few specific items are reported missing by
more than one library. Nonetheless, judging from written comments on the returned
questionnaires,
material that is frequently cited as lost, stolen, or vandalized falls into
just a few identifiable categories; it does not appear to be random [15]. These categories,
usually cited as having the most monetary value to collectors, are often found in the
catalogs of rare book dealers [16].
RESTRICTED

ACCESS: RELATIONSHIP

WITH THEFT

AND VANDALISM

The degree of restricted access to the Serial Set collections was found to have no
significant impact on the total number of volumes or the proportion of the cohection as
a whole that is missing or vandalized. Although the proportion of volumes reported missing
from collections decreases as the degree of restricted access increases, the difference is
not statistically significant (see Table 11). There also is no significant association between
the total number or percentage of volumes vandalized and the degree of limited access.
These results hold even when the questionably high figures for the number of volumes
reported lost or stolen are removed from the statistical calculations in order to reduce the
means down to levels that are subjectively sensible.

Table 9. Reported lost or stolenall libraries
Number of volumes
Mean
Median
Percentage of collection
Mean
Median

235
15
2.33%
0.22%
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Table 10. Reported vandalized-all
libraries
Number of volumes
Mean
Median

68
6

Percentage of collection
Mean
Median

.762%
.075%

Correlation tests comparing the percentage of a Serial Set collection that is restricted
and the number of volumes or the proportion of the collection missing also are not
statistically significant; neither is the correlation between the proportion restricted and
the reported numbers or percentages vandalized.
The association between bibliographic access (for instance, the availability of indexes
or online cataloging) and restriction policies, awareness by the public, use levels, and
theft or vandalism was not studied. Also not analyzed was the relationship between
collection development policies and restriction policies. These topics should prove to be
productive areas for further research.

CATEGORY

OF LIBRARY:

ASSOCIATION

WITH THEEI

AND VANDALISM

There is a statistically significant association between the number of a library’s Serial
Set volumes that are reported missing and whether or not it is a regional or a selective
depository library, with regionals reporting a higher number of missing volumes (763 for
regionals versus 87 for selectives, see Table 12). Larger, older, and better known collections
may be more likely targets of theft. Additionally, these libraries may be more aware of
the fact that some government publications are susceptible to theft and perhaps submit
higher estimates as a result of this awareness. Even when correcting for the larger size
of regional depositories’ holdings by comparing the percentages of each libraries’ Serial
Set collection that is reported missing, the difference is statistically significant (6.36 percent
missing for regionals, 1.25 percent for selectives).
Unlike the comparison between regional and selective depositories with respect to the

Table 11. Lost/stolen

None restricted
Some restricted
All restricted
Note:
for number
for percent
for number
for number

and vandalized volumes versus restriction policy

Mean number
missing

Mean percent
missing

239
270
195

2.92%
2.34%
1.59%

Mean number vandalized

missing, F(2, n = 96) = .054J, p = .9468;
missing, F(2, n = 85) = .2281, p = .J966;
vandalized, F(2, n = 57) = .4602, p = .6336;
vandalized, F(2, n = 52) = .5326, p = .5905.

57

57
101

Mean percent vandalized
0.69%
0.50%
1.18%
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Table 12. Reported lost or stolen-regionals
vs. selectives
Number of volumes”
Regionals-mean
(n = 21)
Selectives-mean
(n = 75)
Percentage of collectionb
Regionals-mean
(n = 18)
Selectives-mean
(n = 67)

763
87
6.36%
1.25%

a t(94) = 3.2338, p = .0012.
b r(83) = 2.6924, p = .0072.

number of missing volumes, the differences in the figures between these two types of
libraries with respect to vandalized volumes are not statistically significant (see Table 13).
The type of library (e.g., public, academic) has no significant relationship with the
estimated number of volumes or proportion of the collection reported lost or stolen; neither
does it have any significant association with the number or percentage of volumes vandalized.

PRESERVATION
A majority of libraries holding bound volumes of the Serial Set report that no preservation
efforts are underway (see Table 14). Written comments, however, indicate that many
libraries are aware of preservation problems even though they may lack the financial
means to deal with them at present.
There is a strong significant relationship between the type of library and whether or not
it is engaging in any preservation activities with respect to the Serial Set (see Table 15).
Public libraries are relatively less likely to engage in such activities; private academic
libraries are relatively more likely to engage in them. This finding suggests that there may
be more financial support for preservation activities at private academic libraries.
Preservation activities are relatively more likely to take place in libraries where access
is selectively restricted than at institutions restricting either none or all of their Serial Set,
(see Table 16). Selective restriction of volumes is a more time consuming administrative
decision than restricting either all of the set or none of it. Selective restriction would also
imply recognition that certain volumes might be more valuable or heavily used. Value
and heavy use are frequently criteria for preservation efforts. Although regional depositor-

Table 13. Reported vandalized-regionals
Number of volumes”
Regionals-mean
(n =
Selectives-mean
(n =
Percentage of collectionb
Regionals-mean
(n =
Selectives-mean
(n =

vs. selectives

13)
44)

61
70

12)
40)

.437%
.860%

a t(55) = -0.1810, p = .8574.
b r(50) = -0.7241, p = .4731.
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Table 14. Types of preservation
activities
Phase
Mylar
Maps
Other
None

boxes
jackets
are separated
activities

26
3
9
68
103

Note: 179 institutions answered;
multiple answers allowed.

ies are slightly more often engaged in preservation activities with respect to the Serial Set
than are selectives, the difference is not statistically significant (see Table 17).
In addition to the multiple-choice options relating to preservation on the questionnaire,
a variety of other such activities are listed. Included among these are deacidification,
photocopying onto acid-free paper, rebinding or recasing, holding volumes together with
string, leather preservation, vacuuming and dusting, and freezing or fumigation to kill
insects [17]. Some respondents noted that many volumes and maps are already too brittle
to rebind or to deacidify. Many institutions also seem to be aware that, in addition to
preservation practices focusing on individual volumes, security measures and the preservation of intellectual content (for instance, by microfilming) can be important parts of an
overall conservation policy.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Because no statistically significant association exists between the restricted status of
the Serial Set in general and whether volumes are missing or vandalized, the researchers
cannot recommend that libraries go to the effort of restricting the entire set. The numerical
data collected, however, deals with the relationships between restriction and danger to the
collection as a whole. As stated earlier, written comments suggest that certain categories of
materials appear to be more at risk than others.
To define more rigorously these endangered groups of materials, a survey that focuses
only on the specific volumes or categories that are hypothesized to be at risk needs to be
conducted. Such a study could address, for instance, whether restriction of the subset of
Serial Set volumes that deal with western explorations is related to their retention or
preservation. This would require librarians to have performed more accurate inventories

Table 15. Preservation
Engage in preservation
Public
Academic-Public
Academic-Private
Other
x2(3, n = 179) = 9.4446, p = ,024.

6 (20%)
44 (44%)
18 (58%)
8 (42%)

activities by type of library
activities

Do not engage in preservation
24
55
13
11

(80%)
(56%)
(42%)
(58%)

activities
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Table 16. Preservation
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activities versus restriction policies

Engage in preservation
None restricted
Some restricted
All restricted

Serial Set

activities

Do not engage in preservation

20 (31%)
35 (57%)
20 (38%)

activities

44 (69%)
26 (43%)
33 (62%)

Note: x? (2, n = 178) = 9.3422, p = ,009.

of Serial Set collections, noting irregularities such as missing or damaged volumes. Documents librarians should, as time permits, make the effort to take an inventory of the
Serial Set and other older portions of their collections as part of a general policy of
collection maintenance.
Until the time that more precise research can be performed, government documents
librarians must seriously consider restricting access to selected portions of the Serial Set.
These would include older volumes (certainly those from the nineteenth century) that deal
specifically with the state in which the library is located. Major reports of expeditions and
surveys, material dealing with the American West and with Indians, and any heavily
illustrated material should also be restricted from easy access. The list of pre-Civil War
illustrated Serial Set volumes that was included in Charles Seavey’s 1990 article provides
a good starting point for determining which volumes merit protection [ 181. Adelaide Hasse’s
bibliography concerning government expeditions could provide a further listing of potentially endangered volumes [19]. Another useful identification tool is a bibliography of
government reports relating to the surveys of Powell, Hayden, King, and Wheeler. This
was published as a U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin in 1904 [20].
Documents librarians should work with the special collections librarians when choosing
material that should be restricted. Even though restricting all or most of the Serial Set
does not seem to be warranted based on the results (and based on limited space available
in most special collections departments), identifying and separating the most endangered
volumes should be worth the relatively small amount of time and effort required.
Librarians must also be alert to preservation problems. Books in deteriorated condition
will be much more susceptible to serious damage during handling. As funds become
available, the separation of maps and construction of phase boxes should be undertaken.
Volumes with badly deteriorated bindings but without brittle paper should be rebound; if
not yet too seriously deteriorated, sheepskin bindings may benefit from leather treatments
[21]. Although these measures cost time and money, they will ensure that future generations
will have access to these valuable research resources.

Table 17. Preservation
Engage in preservation
Regionals
Selectives

22 (54%)
54 (39%)

Note: x2 (1, n = 179) = 2.7308, p = ,098.

activities-regionals
activities

vs. selectives
Do not engage in preservation
19 (46%)
84 (61%)

activities
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APPENDIX I
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
U.S. CONGRESSIONAL
SERIAL SET SURVEY
Use N/A for “Not Applicable.”
Give your best estimate if the exact figures are not known.
1. Is your institution a regional or selective depository library?
If selective, what percentage of depository items do you select?
2. What type of library is this depository? (Circle answer.)
a. State Library
b. Public Library
C.
Academic Library-Public
Institution
d. Academic Library-Private
Institution
Law Library-Public
Institution
;. Law Library-Private
Institution
g. Federal Library
h. Other (specify)
3. A. Do you have any bound volumes of the U.S. Congressional
No ~
(If no, continue to part 4).
Yes ~

Serial Set?

B. How many volumes do you have?
C. What is the date of the earliest volume you have?
D

What is the date of the latest volume you have?

E. Estimate the number of volumes
stolen.
List specific items if known.

from your Serial Set collection

that have been lost or

F. Estimate the number of volumes in which plates or pages are missing.
List specific items if known.

G. What sort of preservation
appropriate answers.)
a. None
b. Phase boxes
c. Mylar jackets
d. Maps are separated
e. Other (explain)

efforts are underway

with respect to the Serial Set? (Circle all
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H. Where are your bound volumes of the Serial Set located?
a. Documents Department
b. Law/Legal Library
c. Reference Library
d. Special Collections
e. Regular Stacks
f. Other (specify)
I. Is all of your set stored in shelving open to the public?
Yes
No _
(If yes, continue to part 4.)
J. How many volumes have restricted access?
List specific restricted items or ranges of items:

K. Where are restricted volumes, if any, kept?
a. Caged area of Documents Department
b. Caged area of regular stacks
c. Special Collections
d. Archives
e. Other (specify)

L. What criteria are used to decide which volumes are separated? (Circle all appropriate answers.)
a. Dates
b. Subject matter
c. Identify valuable volumes from catalogs, articles, etc.
d. Subjective judgement
e. All Serial Set volumes have restricted access
f. Other (explain)

4. Do you have any portion of the microfiche version of the Serial Set that is published by Congressional Information Service (CIS)?
Yes No_
If yes: What is the earliest date you have?
What is the most recent date you have?
NAME:
POSITION:
INSTITUTION:
DATE:
PHONE:
Please write additional

comments

at the bottom or attach a page if necessary.

Aimee Piscitelli or Mark Thomas
Sterling C. Evans Library
Reference DivisionlDocumentslMTXT
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-5000
(409) 845-574 1

Refer questions

to:

